&-FOLD IRREDUCIBLE DECOMPOSITION OF
A SPACE RELATIVE TO A MAPPING1
ROBERT H. KASRIEL

1. Introduction.

Let/

be a mapping

of a space 4 onto a space 73.

Let N(y,f, 4, 73), y£7J, be the number of points in/-1(y). Let k be a
positive

integer.

According

to G. T. Whyburn

[2],2/

is said to be

k-fold irreducible provided that for y£73, 7Y(y,/, A, B)^k,
is a closed proper

subset of 4, then for some s£73,

and if F

N(z, f\ F, F, 73)

<k. It should be noted that if/ is 1-fold irreducible, then/

is strongly

irreducible in accordance
with the terminology
of [3] or irreducible
in accordance with [2].
In this paper there is introduced the notion of a &-fold irreducible
decomposition of a space relative to a mapping as follows.
Definition.
Let / be a mapping defined on a compact space A
onto a space 73. 4 is said to possess a k-fold irreducible decomposition
relative to f provided that there exists a decomposition 4 = E*-i -^«
where each 4, is a nonempty closed subset of A and the decomposition satisfies the following conditions:
(i) 4J, the interior (rel. to 4) of 4,-, is dense in 4<.

(ii) 4?-4? = 0, i*j.
(iii) /(4j)=73
and/|4j
is an irreducible mapping.
We further define D(k, f, A, 73) to be the set of all x£4 for which
N(f(x),f,
4, B)=k. When there is no chance of confusion we shall

write D(k,f, A, 73) as D(k,f, A).
In 1.1 through 1.5 some definitions and results of G. T. Whyburn
which will be needed are listed. In the remaining part of §1, we obtain results concerning &-fold irreducible
decomposition
of a space
relative to certain types of mappings. One of the principal results
(1.13) states that if / is a quasi-interior
mapping defined on a compact space or a quasi-monotone
mapping defined on a locally connected continuum,
then the set of points D at which / is exactly
&-to-one is dense in 4 if and only if A has a £-fold irreducible decomposition relative to /. A corollary of this theorem is that for the
same hypothesis as the theorem, if for each x£4,/_1/(x)
consists of
at least k points, then / is £-fold irreducible if and only if 4 has a
k-iold irreducible decomposition
relative to /.
Received by the editors March 26, 1953 and, in revised form, September 8, 1953.
1 The material for this article was taken from Chapter V of the author's dissertation, A study of multiplicity functions, University of Virginia, August 1952.
2 Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper.
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In §2, some examples of &-fold irreducible decomposition
are given.
It is shown that if / is a quasi-monotone
mapping defined on a
boundary curve A such that for each xCA, f~lf(x) consists of at
least k points, then / is &-fold irreducible if and only if / is fe-to-one.
Also, if / is a quasi-monotone
mapping defined on a boundary curve
which has a &-fold irreducible decomposition relative to /, then / is a
light open mapping. Finally, it is shown that for an open-mapping /
defined on a compact 2-manifold A, A has a &-fold irreducible decomposition relative to / if and only if the degree of /, as defined in

[3], is k.
For a general reference to topological terms and results used in
this paper see [3]. All spaces are assumed to be metric.
1.1. For any set A in a metric space and any positive k, define:

ek(A) =g.l.b. [max 8(At) ] for all decompositions A = Z*-i AiOI A
into k nonempty subsets Ai. Here 5 stands for diameter.
For/, a mapping defined on a metric space X, define

ek(x) = ek(f~lf(x)),

x £ X.

1.2. If the mapping f defined on X generates an upper-semi-continuous decomposition of X, the function e*(x) is upper-semi-continuous.
Hence the theorem applies if X is compact.

1.3. ek(x)=0 */ and only if N(f(x),f, A)^k.
1.4. Let f be a mapping

defined on a compact space A. Suppose for

each x CA, N(f(x), /, A) ^ k. Then f is k-fold irreducible if and only if
the set of points xCA

such that N(f(x),

f, A)=k

is dense in A (i.e.

D(k,f,A)).
Corollary
1. / is irreducible if and only if the set D of all points
xCA with x=/_1/(x) is dense in A.

Corollary

2. Iff is open, then f is k-fold irreducible if and only iff

is k-to-one.

Corollary

3. If f is open, then f is irreducible if and only if f is a

homeomorphism.
1.5. Letf be a mapping defined on a compact space A onto a space B.
Then there exists a compact set A' CA such that f (A1) =B andf\A' is an
irreducible mapping.

1.6. Theorem. Letf be a mapping defined on a compact space A onto
a space B. If f possesses a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f,

then D(k,f, A, B) is dense in A.
Proof.

We first prove the following.
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(*) Let U be an open set in A and let e>0. Then there exists an
open set Q in U such that (i) if qCQ, then f~lf(q) contains at least
k points and (ii) for each qCQ, ek(q) <e, where ek(q) is as defined in

1.1.
Toward the end of proving this statement,
let A = Z«=i ^4; be a
&-fold irreducible decomposition
relative to/and
we suppose further
that this decomposition
is labeled so that Ai- Ut^O. Since A\ is dense
in Ai, A°- U^O. Let Fi be a nonempty open subset of U-A\ such

thatO<8(Fi)<e.

Let ai£Fi-P(l,/,

Ai, B). It is easy to prove that

there exists an open set Wi in B which contains f(ai) and such that
f~l(Wi) ■A1CV1. Now f_1(Wi) -A% is an open nonempty subset of

A2. Let V2 be a nonempty
Let a2CV2-D(l,

/, A2, B).

subset of f~l(Wi) -A%such that 8(V2) <e.
Proceeding

as before,

there

exists

an

open set W2 in Wi such that W2Df(a2) and f-\W2) -A2CV2. Note
that at this stage /"1(TF2) -Ai, i = \, 2, is such that f\f~l(W2) -At]
= W2 and 8(f~1(W2) -At) <e.
It is easy to see then by induction

that we are able to obtain a set

Wk in B such that for Qi=f-1(Wk)-Ai, * = 1, 2, 3, • • • , k, it is true
that f(Q,) = Wk and 8(Qi) <e. It is now easy to verify that if we set
Q = Qi, then Q satisfies (i) and (ii) of our preliminary
statement
(*).
Let De be the set of all points xCA such that ek(x) <e. By (ii)
of *, De is dense in A for each e>0. Since ek is upper semi-continuous
it follows that the set D of all points x in A such that ek(x) =0 is also
dense in A. By 1.3 for each xCD, f~l(x) contains at most k points.
Next let U be an open set in A. There exists an open set Q in U
such that Q satisfies (i) and (ii) of *. Since D as defined above is dense
in A, there exists an xCQD.
From the properties of Q and D it
follows
that /_1/(x)
consists
of exactly
k points.
Hence
x

CD(k, f, A, B) and D(k, f, A, B) is dense in A.
The following is easy to verify.
1.7. Let f be an open mapping of a space A onto a space B and suppose K is a compact subset of A such that f(K) =B and f\ K is an irreducible mapping. Let K° be the interior (relative to A) of K. Then if
xCK", f~xf(x) K consists of exactly one point.
1.8. Let f be an open mapping defined on a compact space A onto a

space B such that D(k, f, A) is dense in A. Then,

(a) d(f)=k where d(f) =sup [N(f(x), f, A)] for xCA.
(b) D(k,f, A) is open in A.
(c) f is a local homeomorphism

at each x in D(k,f,

A).

(d) If F is a closed subset of A such that f(F) —B and f\ F is irreducible, then F°, the interior of F (rel. to A), is dense in F.
(e) Suppose F is a closed subset of A such that f(F) =B and h is a
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positive integer such that Kh^k,
D(h, f\F, F) is dense in F, and F°
is dense in F. Then there exists a decomposition F = X-\-Y such that
X and Y are closed: X° is dense in X; Y" is dense in Y; X°- F° = 0;

f(X) =f(Y)=B;f\X

is irreducible; D(h-l,f\

Y, Y) is dense in Y.

The proofs of (a), (b), and (c) follow easily from the openness of/.
Proof,
(d). Let us suppose that F° is not dense in F. Then there
exists an open set £/£4
such that UFt^O
and f/F° = 0. Then
either U-F-D(k,f,
A) is empty or not and we show that either case
leads to a contradiction.

Suppose U-FD(k,f, 4)^0. Then, by (b), W=U-D(k,f, A) is a
nonempty

open set which intersects

F and since 7?(1,/|

F, F) is dense

in F, there exists a point yi£IFF-7?(l,
/| F, F). Let yi+y2+y3
+ • • • +y* =/_1/(yi) where we note that y2+y3 + • ■ • +ykCA —F.
By (c), / is a local homeomorphism
at each yt. Hence, there exist

open sets Ui, t=l, 2, • • ■, k, such that: £/*•Uj = 0 for iy&j, f(Ut)
=f(Ui), /-1/(Z7.-)=EJ-i
Ui, f\Ui is a homeomorphism, UxdU,
UiCA-F
for t = 2, 3, • • • , k. Since U-F° = 0, there exists a qEUi
■(A—F), whence /_1/(?)F

= 0 and we have a contradiction

since

/(F) =73. Next, consider the case in which U-F-D(k,f, A, 73)=0.
There exists a yEU-F-D(\,f\
F, F). Since D(k,f, A) is dense in 4,
there exists a sequence yi—yy such that yiEU-D(k,
F, A). By the
hypothesis for this case, none of the y,'s are in F. However, since
f(F) =73 and since F is compact, there exists a sequence x„,.—»z£F
such that xn;£F
and /(xn.) =/(y„,).
Then since zEF
and yEF

■D(l,f\F, F), it followsthat z = y. Notice that if ynjED(k,f, A, 73),
each point of
•D(k, f, A, 73),
Proof of (e).
and such that/|

/-1/(yny)
is also. Hence
for some j, xnjEU-F
a contradiction
to the hypothesis for this case.
There exists a closed subset X£Fsuch
that/(X)
=73
X is an irreducible mapping. Let Y be the closure of

F-A". We first show that /(F) =73. Suppose /(F) =^73. Then
f~l(B-f(Y))
is a nonempty open set such that/-1 (73-/(F)) • F=0.
This leads to a contradiction,
of X is dense in X and further

for by (d), X° the interior (rel. to A)
by hypothesis D(h,f\ F, F) is dense in

F. Hence there exists an xEf'1(B-f(Y))-X°-D(h,

f\ F, F). By 1.7,

f~lf(x)-X = x. Hence /_1/(x) ■(F —X) must contain h —1 points. Thus,
f~lf(x) ■Y?*0 and we have a contradiction.
We proceed to prove that D(h — l, f\ Y, Y) is dense in Y. First
note that F°, the interior (rel. to 4) of Y is dense in F. Hence, we

need show only that D(h —1, f\ Y, Y) is dense in F°. Let U be an
open set in Y°. Since X° is dense in X and f(X) =73, then f(X°) is
dense in 73. Then, since / is open, it is easy to see that /_1/(X°) is
dense
inrestrictions
A. Hence
Z7/-1/(X°)
is a nonempty open subset and since
License or copyright
may apply to redistribution;
see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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D(h,f\ F, F) is dense in F, it follows that there exists x £ £/-/^/(X0)
■D(h, f\F, F). By 1.7, f~lf(x)-X is a single point, whence since

xCD(h,f\F, F),xCD(h-l,f\Y,

Y).

1.9. Letf be an open mapping defined on a compact space A onto a
space B. Let k be a positive integer. Then if D(k, f, A) is dense in A,
there exists a k-fold irreducible decomposition of A relative to f.

Proof.

If k = l, the theorem is trivial. Let k>l.

exists a decomposition

A =Ai-\-A2

By 1.8 (e), there

such that Ai, A2 are closed sub-

sets of A, A°iA°2= 0, f(Ai)=f(A2)=B,
f\Ai is irreducible, and
D(k —l,f\A2, A2) is dense in A2. Let L be the collection of all integers
m between 2 and k inclusive satisfying the condition
exists a decomposition
A = Z™ 1 A\ with the following

that there
properties:

(1) each Xi is closed; (2) X°iX°}=0 for i^j; (3) f(Xt) =5 and/|X,is irreducible for i —1, 2, 3, • • • , m —l; (4) f(Xm)=B and f\Xm
satisfies the condition that D(k —m-\-l,f\Xm)
is dense in Xm; (5) Aj
is dense in Xt for i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , m. Since A=Ai+A2
satisfies the

above conditions, 2£L. Let j = max L. Now j = k, for suppose j <k.
Then there exists a decomposition A — Fi+ F2 + • • • + Yj satisfying

conditions (1) through (5). But/(F,)=5

and D(k-j + l, f\ Yj) is

dense in Yj where it is to be noted that k—j' + l§2. Hence 1.8 (e)
applies to/| Yj and there exists a decomposition
Fy= Y* + Y*+1such

that the following conditions are satisfied: /(Yf) =/( Y*+i)= B;f\ Yf
is irreducible;/|

Y*+1is such that D(k— j, f\ Y*+i) is dense in Y*+1; Yf

. F,*+1
= 0; Y*°i is dense in Yf+l. But then A = Yi+Y2+ ■■ ■ + Yf
+ Y*+1 satisfies the 5 conditions and max L^j+1,
a contradiction.
The following remark is easy to verify.
1.10. Letf be a mapping defined on a compact space A and suppose
fi and f2 are any continuous factors of f. Then f is irreducible if and
only if fi and f2 are irreducible mappings.
1.11. Let f be a mapping defined on a compact space A onto a space

B and let fi and /2 be monotone-lightfactors of f. If D(k,f, A, B) is a
dense subset of A, then D(\, fi, A, fi(A))

is a dense subset of A and

D(k, f2, fi(A), B) is a dense subset offi(A).
Proof.

Because of the properties

of the monotone-light

factors of

a mapping,D(k,f, A, B) CD(l,fu A,fi(A)). HenceD(l,fu A,fi(A))
is dense in A. Also since D(k, /, A, B) is dense in A,fi(D(k,f,

A, B))

isdensemfi(A).Butior eachzCfi(D(k, f, A,B)),N(f2(z),f2,fi(A),B)
= k. Hence fi(D(k, f, A, B))CD(k, /2, MA), B) and thus
D(k,f2,fi(A), B) is also dense \nfi(A).
1.12. Let f be a mapping on a compact space A onto a space B and
suppose fi,f2 are monotone-light open factors of f. Then if D(k,f, A, B)
is dense in A, A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. Let/i(4)=X.
By 1.11, D(l, fu A, X) is dense in 4 and
D(k, /2, X, 73) is dense in X. Hence/i is irreducible and, by 1.9, X
has a jfe-foldirreducible decomposition relative to/2. Let X= E*=i X*
be a ife-fold decomposition of X relative to f2. Let A i be the closure of

fi\Xf)

for »= 1, 2, • • • , k. We show that E«-i A< is a WoId de-

composition

of 4 relative

ducible, it follows that

to /. Since /i( E*=i Ai)=X

and /i is irre-

E*-i 4* = 4. From the definition of 4,-,

/i_1(A^?) is dense in 4,-. Then since 4?D/f'(Zj),
A° is also dense in 4,-.
Further, it is easy to see that A°A° = 0 for i^j. Finally, we show

that/(4i)=7J
and/|4< is an irreducible mapping, /i(4.) Df\fi1(X°)
= X°t. Since/i(4<) is closed and Xj is dense in Xit /i(4i) =X(. So

Mi(Ai)=f2(Xi)=B.
Then since 4?■ D(l,fu
Xi). Thus/i|4j

Also, 4?-F>(l,/1, 4, X)CD(l, fAAi, At, Xt).
A, X) is dense in 4<, so also is D(l, /i|4;,

is irreducible

4<,

and since/2| A^ is also, it follows that

f\Ai is as well.
As a corollary to the above proof we have the following
Corollary.
If f is a mapping defined on a compact space A with
monotone light open factorization fifi and if /i is irreducible and the
space fi(A) possesses a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f2,
then A possesses a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f.

By using 10.4 and 10.41 of [4] and 1.12 and 1.6 we obtain the
1.13. Theorem. Letf be a quasi-interior mapping defined on a compact space or a quasi-monotone mapping defined on a locally connected continuum. Then the set of points D at which f is exactly k-to-one
is dense in A if and only if A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition

relative to f.
Corollary.
Under the same hypothesis as the theorem, if for each
x in A, f~lf(x) consists of at least k points, then f is k-fold irreducible if
and only if A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f.

2. Examples and applications.
2.1. Let f be an irreducible mapping defined on a compact space A
which admits a monotone light-open factorization f=f2fi.
Then f is
monotone.

Proof.

By 1.10, /2 is irreducible and hence by Corollary 3 of 1.4,

f2 is a homeomorphism. Hence/is
monotone.
In preparation for the next result we prove the following lemma.
2.2. Let f be a mapping of a simple closed curve A onto a simple
closed curve 73. Then f is monotone if and only if the set D of points x in
B for
which
f~l(x)
a singlesee https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
point is dense in 73.
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Proof. If / is monotone it is easy to see that D is dense in 73.
Conversely, suppose D is dense in 73 and let pEB. Since D is dense
in 73, we can find sequences pi—>p and p*—*p such that p is between
pi and p* for each i and such that all the pi's and p*'s are in D.
We may suppose that arc (pippt) Dare (pi+ippf+i) for each i. Further
it is easy to prove that for each i, /_I(arc (pipp*)) is an arc. Now
since p= IL°li arc (PiPP*) and since IL-i I~l (arc (PiPP*)) is con-

nected it follows that t\p)=tl

(IL"i arc (pippt)) = IL"-i tl

• (arc (pipp*)) is connected and hence/ is monotone.
2.3. Letf be a quasi-monotone mapping defined on a boundary curve
A such that for each x in A, f~lf(x) consists of at least k points. Then f

is k-fold irreducible if and only if f is k-to-one.
Proof. We prove the necessity. Let /i and f2 be monotone, light
open factors of /. If / is fe-fold irreducible, then fi is an irreducible
monotone mapping and hence since 4 is a boundary curve, it is clear
that /i must be one-to-one and hence a homeomorphism.
Then f2 is
jfe-fold irreducible and hence since/2 is open/2 must be fc-to-one. The
converse is obvious.
The next example follows easily from 1.13 and a similar argument

to that used in 2.3.
2.4. Letf be a quasi-monotone mapping defined on a boundary curve
A. Then if A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f, f is a

light-open mapping.
The next result follows from 2.4 and a theorem
for open mappings

defined

on a simple

of G. T. Whyburn

closed curve.

See X, 1.2 in [3].

2.5. Let f be a quasi-monotone mapping of A onto B where A and B
are simple closed curves. Then f is k-fold irreducible (or equivalently in
this case, A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f) if and
only if f is topologically equivalent to the transformation
w = zk defined
on the circle \z\ = 1.
The next result is a consequence of X, 6.3 in [3] and 1.8 (a) and

1.13.
2.6. Let f be an open mapping defined on a compact 2-manifold A.
Then A has a k-fold irreducible decomposition relative to f if and only if

the degree (as defined in [3]) is k.
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